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Make a spectacular netted collar using 2-hole honeycomb beads in place of seed beads. The two different finishes on the 
honeycomb beads create textural interest and are treated as two different beads in the instructions. Add a dash of color by picking 
up a single ‘O’ bead in between seed beads and the honeycombs. By framing one at all entry points, you showcase it in the pattern. 
Dagger swags finish off the collar edge. The red and black combo makes it a Ukrainian Honeycomb Net.

Maria’s illustrations and instructions will make beadweaving this fitted collar easy.   

MATERIALS:
35g (1500) - 8/ Matubo seed beads - matte black
100 - 6x6mm honeycombs - matte black 
100 - 6x6mm honeycombs - op. black 
50 - 6x6mm honeycombs - op. white
8g - 1x4mm O beads - op. red 
1 strand (50) - 5x16mm daggers - op. black
2 strands (100) - 3x11mm daggers - op.  red
1 lobster clasp and closed ring
6 lbs. Fireline stringing material

TOOLS:
Scissors
Size 12 beading needle

The NEW 2-hole 
honeycomb beads 
makes this wide collar
really spectacular!

TECHNIQUE:
Netting

LENGTH: 
18” Neck circumference

Maria Rypan is an international designer, instruction book publisher, and educator since 1995 with work featured in many beadwork
publications. She is a recognized expert on ‘gerdany’, Ukrainian-style of beading, and is keenly interested in global folk arts.

8/ SEED (A)

HONEYCOMB - matte (B)

HONEYCOMB - glossy ( C)

HONEYCOMB - contrast (D)

             
                 ‘O’ bead (E)

SMALL DAGGER (F)

LARGE DAGGER (G)

Follow these colors
for your own 
Honeycomb ‘Gerdan’,
Ukrainian-styled collar. 

If this look is not you, 
feel free to select 
your own color pallette 
for your unique 
Egyptian-inspired,
jazzy, playful or 
sophisticated look.

Tighten beadwork
as you work!

for advanced
beadweavers
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